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As a vehicle commander in the notorious Band of
Five, he continues this eerie practice whenever
possible, often sifting through the hulks of fallen or
crippled foes, “clearing” any survivors, and slicing off
fingers—one for each victim. At last count, Ritter had over
70 fingers in his collection, each lovingly preserved in a
special case that he always carries with him.

Commentary
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Clan Nova Cat’s Shoden assault vehicle appeared quite
unexpectedly after the first Dominion-Combine War of 3062-3063,
when the wheeled missile transport first rolled off the assembly
lines at the newly completed Barcella Beta factory on Irece.
With a triple-rack of advanced tactical missiles and a quartet
of machine guns, plus the armor to withstand serious punishment,
the Shoden excelled in both defensive and assault operations.
During the Jihad, Clan Nova Cat became the first of
Kerensky’s descendants to actively assist the Inner Sphere and
Devlin Stone’s coalition against the Word of Blake zealots, and
NC200-011A (“Claws”) was among the armor support units the Nova
Cats sent in alongside their Delta Galaxy to that end. Both
vehicle and crew followed Stone and joined his nascent Republic
after the fighting, and the vehicle was commandeered by the
Spirit Cats after the HPG grid collapsed, only to be captured
by Bannson’s Raiders soon afterward.

NAME: ANIBAL “FINGERS” RITTER
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FACTION: Bannson’s Raiders DOB: 06/08/3105
REGIMENT: Band of Five
HAIR: Blond
VEHICLE: Shoden Assault
EYES: Brown
Vehicle
Though his battlefield moniker suggests a past life as a
cat burglar, Anibal Ritter is actually one of Bannson’s
Raider’s many accomplished hitmen. It’s a talent he comes
by quite honestly, having been linked to the Tybalt
Mafia even before he became part of Bannson Universal,
Unlimited’s “security force.” Indeed, his very employment
underscores a possible link between the Republic
megabillionaire and organized crime. Ritter himself was one
of the worst of his particular lot, earning his nickname
for his habit of collecting index fingers from his victims.

SHODEN ASSAULT VEHICLE
Serial Number: NC200-011A
Mass: 70 tons
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Movement Type: Wheeled
Power Plant: Fusion 260
Cruising Speed: 43 kph
Flank Speed: 65 kph
Armor: Compound Beta
Armament:
3 Type 9 Series
1 Advanced Tactical
Missile Systems
4 Series 2c Light
Machine Guns

